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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1852531A1] The mechanism for forming a shed (7) on a jacquard weaving loom useful in carpet and velvet, comprises movable hooks
(13) between a position of upper and lower dead points. The hooks are moved by a knife (14), and are immobilized by a selector device. The
hooks comprise a body (20) equipped by a nozzle (202) to give a support on the corresponding knife, and a flexible harness fixed on the body with
possibilities of relative clearance and to interact with a retained lever so that a selection lever form a rail for sliding a portion of an elastic harness.
The mechanism for forming a shed (7) on a jacquard weaving loom useful in carpet and velvet, comprises movable hooks (13) between a position
of upper and lower dead points. The hooks are moved by a knife (14), and are immobilized by a selector device. The hooks comprise a body (20)
equipped by a nozzle (202) to give a support on the corresponding knife, and a flexible harness fixed on the body with possibilities of relative
clearance and to interact with a retained lever so that a selection lever form a rail for sliding a portion of an elastic harness when the hook reaches
a vicinity of upper dead point in which the retained lever belongs to the selector device. A component (FA+ FB + FC) is parallel to a displacement
direction of the movable hooks of the resultant efforts (RA, RB, RC) applied on the flexible harness when the harness comes in contact with the rail
at the vicinity of upper dead point of its trajectory and at starting point of the its descending displacement. The selection lever is directed downwards.
The rail extends according to its average direction which makes an angle of 8-15[deg] with respect to the displacement direction of the hook, and is
equipped with undulations. The rail is in a tangential curved form, which makes an angles of 8-12[deg] in relation to the displacement direction of the
hook. The average direction of lower and upper rails form a first and a second angle with the displacement direction of the hook respectively. The
first angle has a value of 5-12[deg], and the second angle has a value of 7-15[deg]. Independent claims are included for: (1) a weaving loom; and
(2) a process of selecting a movable hooks for forming a shed on a jacquard loom.
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